Did You Know….
Searching the VWR Hosted Catalog
Searching the PantherExpress System
VWR is a Hosted Catalog which is an online version of a supplier’s printed catalog. Hosted Catalog’s contain options for searching
for supplier items available from the Hosted Catalog Suppliers.
For a complete list of suppliers, please click this url: http://cfo.pitt.edu/pexpress/pbuysuppliers.php

Searching the VWR Hosted Catalog
VWR is now a Hosted Catalog in PantherExpress. You will find the shop hosted catalogs search area above located above the
Punchouts on the PantherExpress Home/Shop page. When you type a part number or product name in the highlighted area and
click “GO”, the search results that appear are the results of searching all hosted catalog suppliers that met your search criteria (this
search does not search Punchout suppliers). This is the easiest searching method. You can click on the Shop Host Catalogs Drop
Down box to limit the search by category. Additionally, if you want to limit your search by supplier, type the name of the supplier in
the box and all items that supplier sells in the catalog will pop up, as shown below. You can also type in the manufacturer name,
manufacturer part number, supplier part number, or item description.

From there you can use the additional field filters to find what you are looking for.
As demonstrated above, a search using the supplier VWR, returned over 4,000
items. You can continue to filter your search results by typing in a keyword or by
selecting a category from the left side of the screen. In the event that you cannot
find the product needed, please go to the Fisher Scientific Punchout and try your
search there.

Hosted Catalog Advanced Search
From the advanced search box, you can search
supplier, supplier part number, manufacturer
part number or manufacturer name. You may
use any combination. When the search
populates, the product you are looking for
should appear from the supplier.

In our example for supplier and part number, VWR information was used. Several listings for the part number populated. The
search results are dependent upon the search criteria provided.
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